
1 Squawk Role-Playing Game

Squawk Setting
The game master (GM) and players should at least skim this section to get a 
feel for the Squawk setting. Players should read the whole Character 
Creation chapter and select an example player character (PC) or design their 
own PC. The Spacecraft chapter includes important information about 
traveling in the Abaddon system. 

Abaddon

Abaddon is a main sequence yellow dwarf 
star like our Sun. The Abaddon system is 
about the size of our solar system. The 
planets of this system include Midgard, 
a huge gas giant, the ice giants Thalassa, 
Nereid and Niflheim, two rocky planets 
(Yggdrassil and Edegene) and many 
moons and dwarf planets that are roughly 
Earth-sized.

Numerous artificial habitats also orbit each 
planet, moon and special stable orbits called 
Lagrangian points. Artificial habitats range 
from small vehicles and other temporary 
dwellings to asteroid colonies that contain 
multiple cities. Gas giants can only be inhabited in high-tech habitats that 
float (like balloons) in the upper layers of the atmosphere where 
temperatures and pressures are not excessive. The surfaces of other worlds 
can be naturally or artificially inhabited. There is no complete catalog of all 
the artificial worlds, and many are designated with only a tracking number.

The Lower Worlds form a densely-populated asteroid belt close to Abaddon. 
Residents of the Lower Worlds must live in artificial habitats that protect 
them from the intense heat and light at this distance from the star.

The Middle Worlds occupy Abaddon's temperate zone, which is not 
uncomfortably close or far from the star. Most of the larger planets and 
moons in this zone can support life without artificial habitats.

The Upper Worlds have orbits above the temperate zone, far from Abaddon, 
where they are exposed to only a fraction of the light that reaches the 
Middle Worlds.
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Squawk Setting 2

Intelligent Species 

Each intelligent species has minimum ability requirements. New PCs of 
each species must have at least those ability levels, but minions may have 
fewer abilities or ability levels than the requirements of the minion's 
species. Minions must still have at least one toughness and they cannot fly 
without flying ability or swim without swimming ability. For example 
aeolytes require 2 toughness and 3 flying. A new aeolyte PC must have at 
least 2 levels of toughness ability, and 3 levels of flying ability. If a PC has 
flying aeolyte minions, they only need 1 toughness ability level and 1 flying 
ability level. 
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3 Squawk Role-Playing Game

Aeolyte

Aeolytes are enormous flying birds. The ability to fly makes aeolytes 
valuable as messengers. Male aeolytes are gray or brown with white throats 
and breasts and black iridescent feathers running from the head and face 
down the back of the neck. Females aeolytes are more cryptically colored 
with a camouflage pattern of black, white, brown, gray and blue feathers. 
Aeolyte speech sounds like low, hoarse bird calls.

The average aeolyte has a 5 meter (17 foot) wingspan, stands 2.5 meters (8 
feet) tall, and weighs 50 kg (110 lbs.) Lighter than most intelligent species 
but large enough to limit maneuverability while flying, aeolytes can wield a 
relatively large weapon with either of their powerful talons while flying or 
hopping on one leg. On the ground, aeolytes cannot wield weapons with 
two hands because one talon must be left empty to support the weight of the 
aeolyte and its weapon.

Requirements: 2 toughness, 3 flying
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Behemoth

Behemoths are the most enormous of the intelligent species, related to 
sauropod dinosaurs. The average behemoth is 12 meters (40 feet) long and 
weighs 6 tons. The average behemoth is about 6 meters (20 feet) tall when 
standing upright, but behemoths are knuckle-walkers who use all four limbs 
when they need to move quickly. Male behemoths have a decorative row of 
short spikes running all the way from the tops of their heads to the ends of 
their tails. Color varies dramatically between different populations of 
behemoths. Some behemoths have uniform dull brown or indigo scales 
while others have reticulated patterns of bright colors.

Behemoths are extremely loud, with very low-pitched rumbling, rolling, 
droning, blasting voices, and chest slapping, foot stomping body language 
which drives away most wild animals by itself. Behemoths are often 
preoccupied with food, reflecting their mostly vegetarian diet and the 
challenge of fueling a six ton body.

Requirements: 5 toughness, 1 knockout.
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Borean 

Boreans are flightless, swimming avians and prefer cold and temperate 
marine environments. The average borean is 3 meters (10 feet) tall and 
weighs 700 kg (1500 lbs.) Although they can move well on land, boreans 
are also adapted for life in water. The stocky limbs and webbed hands and 
feet make them powerful swimmers, while their high nostrils allow boreans 
to breath with only the top of their heads above water. Boreans are 
carnivores and although they do have beaks, they also have many long 
sharp teeth which help them hold slippery prey. Boreans are mostly covered 
in dark feathers with lighter plumage on the ventral surfaces (throat and 
belly) and above the eyes. Females tend to have lighter colors than males. 
Local borean populations have a variety of different skin and beak colors, 
but pale yellow and gray are common. 

Boreans have a complex echolocation ability that allows them to "see" - and 
accurately judge exact distances - through fog, smoke, murky water and 
darkness, so that these obstacles do little to impair them. The echolocation 
ability is also used to communicate - they don't even have to open their 
mouths to talk. Talking over unusually large distances, their language is 
difficult to understand and impossible to pronounce by other species (with 
the exception of the linguistically gifted.) This communication barrier and 
advantage explains some of the social conflict between the boreans and 
other races, although boreans are frequently sought after as scouts and 
"sounders." Borean sounders use their echolocation ability to help boats and 
aircraft avoid obstacles hidden by water, fog and clouds.

Requirements: 3 toughness, 1 swimming 
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Drome 

Dromes are theropod dinosaurs with primitive features like scaly skin and 
four-fingered hands. They have a large brain and a more vertical posture 
and shorter tail to keep the head closer to the center of gravity. The average 
drome is 2.5 meters (8 feet) tall and weighs 150 kg (330 lbs.) Dromes have 
a pair of short horns on the chin, and males have a row of dermal spines 
running from the top of the head to the tip of the tail. Dromes are covered in 
a two-tone complex mottled pattern of dull-colored or metallic scales. 
Specific color combinations and patterns are associated with ancient drome 
lineages. Dromes can flush patches of their skin bright red during courtship 
or as a threat display.

Dromes are fast runners with long legs and three toes on each foot. They 
also have a strong sense of smell. Four-fingered grasping hands with 
opposable thumbs and strong arms allow dromes to use tools and weapons 
quite effectively. For defense, dromes can kick, scratch, or employ artificial 
weapons. The drome voice is low pitched, and their monotone languages 
use slow, simple syllables adapted to their mouth and vocal cords. Some 
sounds in these languages are produced using other parts of the body, like 
hand clapping. Pheromones, incidental odors (like cooking) and artificial 
scents (like perfume and incense) are also an important part of drome 
communication.

Requirements: 2 toughness, 2 quickness
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Gaffling 

Gafflings are intelligent deinonychosaurs whose three-fingered hands have 
exceptional flexibility and opposable thumbs. Like ordinary 
deinonychosaurs, gafflings are feathered dinosaurs with long, stiff tails and 
two functional toes plus one very large, sickle shaped claw on each foot. 
Gafflings often live in large extended family groups with complex 
relationships. The average gaffling is 3 meters (10 feet) long, stands 1.2 
meters (4 feet) tall and weighs 70 kg (150 lbs.) At least half of that length is 
the tail.

Gaffling plumage is short and darker on the back than the throat or belly. 
Most gafflings are tan or brown, and males tend to be a darker, reddish 
shade, but many gafflings have unusual colors or patterns, and some 
populations have lighter plumage which takes on pastel tints from pigments 
in the creatures they eat. Gaffling speech is full of simple, rapid clicks and 
growls.

Requirements: 2 toughness, 1 stalking, 1 fighting
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Gremian 

Gremian are closely related to gafflings, but do not resemble those 
ferocious predators except for their small size, light build, and large 
forward-facing eyes. Their very large brains require an erect posture instead 
of a counter-balancing tail - they are completely tailless. Their three-digit 
hands and feet have blunt nails instead of razor-sharp talons. Gremian 
snouts are very short and their teeth are rounded and less sharp, suited for 
an omnivorous diet. Gremians have smooth pink, yellow, tan or gray skin 
with darker purple, brown or black markings. Female gremians tend to have 
a few patches of small dark spots while Male gremians have more extensive 
markings. Newborn gremians have sparse downy white feathers on their 
heads. The average gremian stands 1.2 meters (4 feet) tall and weighs 25 kg 
(55 lbs.

Gremians use their brains, eyes, and manual dexterity instead of traditional 
natural weapons like claws and teeth. Of all the intelligent species they are 
often the most skilled with machines. Gremian language is complex with 
fast-paced songbird-like sounds synchronized with specific movements of 
the eyes, hands and head.

Requirements: 1 toughness, 2 quickness
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Gygean 

Gygeans are stealthy carnivores that can rapidly change the color and 
pattern of their skin to match their surroundings. They rarely use clothes or 
equipment that interferes with this camouflage. Gygean skin has a scaly 
texture but it is transparent so that the changing color of the living skin 
beneath shows through. They have many horns on their heads and a row of 
small horns running down their backs, but even the horns have color-
changing tissue beneath the surface. Male Gygeans have two extra horns 
that are longer than the others. The average Gygean is 5 meters (17 feet) 
long and weighs 250 kg (550 lbs.)

Gygeans have slow metabolisms and tend to live in warm climates. They 
are ambush hunters, wounding their target with a surprise attack, then 
waiting for bleeding and infection to finish it off. The slow metabolism 
keeps them from starving while they wait. Gygeans spend a lot of time 
basking and practicing not being seen, but they are also very social, living 
in larger colonies than hot-blooded predators can sustain. In warm weather 
they sleep out in the open but in cold weather they must find shelter and 
hibernate.

Gygeans communicate primarily through sign language that involves most 
of their body: frills, color changes, hand gestures and other body language. 
Any sound in gygean communication is considered extremely loud, and 
spoken words always have sharp, terse meanings.

Requirements: 2 toughness, 2 stalking
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Leviathan 

Leviathans are armored, swimming crocodilians. The average leviathan is 4 
meters (13 feet) tall, 6 meters (20 feet) long and weighs 2.5 tons. They have 
dexterous five-fingered hands on short but relatively powerful arms. The 
tall double-row of scutes running down the neck, back and tail is 
significantly more developed in males. The darker scales on the back of a 
leviathan may be dark green, blue, purple or brown, with black spots. The 
lighter scales of a leviathan's throat and belly may be white, yellow, tan or 
pale green.

Leviathans live in coastal and wetland areas, avoiding cooler regions. They 
are aggressive and territorial carnivores, and they will eat their enemies, but 
their slow metabolisms don't require a large hunting territory. Leviathans 
often live in large family and tribal groups. They have no trouble living near 
other intelligent species as long as their territory is respected. Leviathans 
often build homes in caves they carve from river banks. 

Adapted to an amphibious lifestyle, Leviathans hear through both their ears 
and their jaws. They can hear and produce low pitched sounds below the 
hearing range of many other species. They hear better in water than out of 
water. Out of the water, Leviathans use body language for clarity. Leviathan 
conversation sounds like deep croaking, clicking and hooting sounds. 

Requirements: 4 toughness, 1 swimming
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Lyndwyrm

 

Lyndwyrms are large, predatory theropod dinosaurs. The average lyndwyrm 
weighs 1 ton, stands 3 meters (10 feet) tall and is 5 meters (17 feet) long. 
They are shaped like typical carnivorous dinosaurs, except that the 
braincase is quite enlarged and - even more obvious - they have two 
massive brow-horns. Like many other theropods, lyndwyrm arms are much 
smaller than the legs, and the hands have three clawed fingers. However, 
lyndwyrm hands are built for using tools rather than powerful grasping and 
clawing. 

The lyndwyrms' neck and chest are covered by a shaggy mane, but most of 
the body is covered in shorter plumage. Lyndwyrm feathers are black, blue, 
white and silver, with more dark feathers on the mane and tail and more 
light feathers on the throat and chest. Female lyndwyrms are typically larger 
than males. 

A lyndwyrm can attack effectively with its sharp teeth, horns, and the claws 
on its feet, but the horns can also be used for less lethal head-butting and 
grappling. Rival lyndwyrms often compete by locking horns and trying to 
throw each other off balance. Lyndwyrm language combines deep-pitched 
growls, groans, croaks, roaring and gesturing with the horns. 

Requirements: 3 toughness, 2 quickness
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Myrmidon

Myrmidons are omnivorous ceratopsian dinosaurs with long head shields 
and a sword-like or mace-like weapon at the ends of their tails. Myrmidons 
are a rowdy bunch of natural fighters and frequently engage in brawls. 
Female myrmidon head shields are sometimes shorter and less elaborate 
than males. The average myrmidon is 4 meters (13 feet) long, 2.5 meters (8 
feet) tall and weighs 400 kg (900 lbs.) Myrmidons can be almost any hue. 
The scales are darkest along the spine and the midline ridge of the head 
shield, fading to paler scales along the throat, belly and bottom of the tail. 
Myrmidons also have dark stripes. A single color and stripe pattern often 
predominates in isolated populations.

Myrmidon languages are deep and monotone, with simple syllables 
combined with gestures of the head, hands and tail. They tend to move 
while speaking, strutting around and turning their heads from side to side. 
Myrmidon languages have both a belligerent or authoritative voice and an 
inferior or submissive voice. 

Requirements: 3 toughness, 3 fighting
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13 Squawk Role-Playing Game

Orn

Orn are flightless, primitive birds with long tails and clawed hands. The 
average orn is 150 kg (330 lbs,) 2.5 meters (8 feet) tall and 4 meters (13 
feet) long. They have an unusually long body and extraordinary flexibility 
for an avian. Orns have a powerful, sharp beak and four talons on each hand 
and foot. Most orns are covered in short brown feathers, but some are 
sandy-colored, reddish, green or black. Male orns can be identified by their 
thick shaggy mane, which is usually darker, lighter or more intensely 
colored than the rest of their plumage. Orn language is optimized for 
hunting, consisting mostly of silent hand signs and body language with 
some calls which sound like deep voiced birds-of-prey. 

Requirements: 2 toughness, 1 acrobatics, 1 fighting
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Phage

Phages are long-tailed and leathery-winged intelligent pterosaurs. Phages 
live off of the blood of large animals, which makes them very unpopular. 
They are nocturnal and have very good night vision. Phages hide out by day 
in caves and other dark places. The creepy sound of phage language is 
composed mostly of quiet cooing and murmurs, with some occasional 
hooting, screeching and howling.

The average phage has a mass of 15 kg (33 lbs), stands 1 meter (3 feet) tall 
and has a wingspan of 3 meters (10 feet.) Male phages have pronounced 
brow ridges, and female phage fangs stick out farther when their mouths are 
closed. Like all pterosaurs, phages are covered in fur-like pycnofibres. 
Phage pycnofibres form a dark brown, dark red or black coat over most of 
the body with lighter brown, reddish or deep red pycnofibres on the ventral 
surfaces (throat, chest, inner thighs and the bottoms of the wings and tail.) 

Requirements: 1 toughness, 2 flying
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Skand

Skand are small predatory dinosaurs, and the most numerous intelligent 
species in Shangdan. The average skand is 1.6 meters (5 feet) tall and 
weighs 50 kg (110 lbs.) They have a mostly upright posture, usually 
walking on their heels, but Skands also have a tail which helps them turn 
quickly and balance while climbing. 

A thick mass of stiff, hair-like feathers insulates the head. These feathers 
are usually blue, but sometimes black, white or silver. The rest of the body 
is mostly smooth, partially covered in some places with small scales or 
short feathers. This bare skin is usually a light brown color with black spots. 
Male skands have more powerful arms than females. Skand language tends 
to be subtle and complex sounding, and is somewhat high pitched. Skands 
tend to be quite bodily animated when speaking. 

Requirements: 1 toughness, 2 acrobatics
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Strix 

Strix are flightless, primitive birds with short necks and raptorial hooked 
beaks. Each hand and foot has three long fingers or toes with very sharp 
claws. Strix plumage is brown with black and white stripes. Male Strix have 
larger eyebrow ridges adorned with long drooping feathers. The beak and 
claws are brown or gray darkening to black at the tips and edges. Strix are 
lightly built predators with ferocious natural weapons and the ability to 
wield weapons with their strong hands and opposable fingers. Often 
nocturnal hunters, Strix have large eyes, good night-vision, and excellent 
directional hearing. The average strix is 2 meters (7 feet) tall and weighs 
150 kg (330 lbs.) 

Strix can easily recognize and mimic animal calls and the languages of 
other intelligent species. Strix languages on the other hand tend to be 
extremely complex and almost impossible to understand by other intelligent 
species. Their natural language talent makes them particularly valuable 
when trained as interpreters, allowing Strix-centered cultures to maintain 
larger, more loosely connected civilizations. They also tend to be naturally 
good animal trainers and teachers of other intelligent species. 

Requirements: 2 toughness, 1 stalking, 1 fighting
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Stygian

Stygians are flightless pterosaurs and great swimmers, living in and near 
bodies of freshwater. The wings are reduced to webbing between the arms 
and body, and the hands and feet are webbed for paddling and crawling on 
soft mud. A long, flexible tail ends an enlarged vane which acts a rudder or 
paddle. The stygian head has a flattened bill-like snout and a fin-shaped 
crest which is larger in males than females. 

Like other pterosaurs, stygians are covered in fur-like pycnofibres. Stygian 
pycnofibres form a sleek coat of iridescent green or brown with dark spots 
or stripes. Stygian skin, beaks and claws come in many colors that vary 
between populations, but pink, yellow and brown are common. The average 
stygian is 2 meters (7 feet) tall, 3 meters (10 feet) long and weighs 100 kg 
(220 lbs.) 

The stygian snout is packed with electrical sensors which can be used to 
navigate tight spaces and locate small prey. Stygians are natural craftsmen 
and architects, living in or near the bridges and dams that they build. 
Stygian social life is based on building and maintaining physical structures, 
so they get hostile with those who don't respect these structures. Stygian 
languages reflect this passion with constant references to building, design 
and structure. To other species, the stygian voice sounds like croaking, 
clicking and hooting sounds. 

Requirements: 2 toughness, 2 swimming
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Titan

Titans are huge, armored herbivores related to ankylosaurs. On average 
titans are 1.5 tons, 5 meters (17 feet) tall and 6 meters (20 feet) long. 
Besides massive bone scutes and a thick hide, titans also have a sturdy tail 
with a formidable mace on the end. Titans are covered in brown, red, 
orange and yellow scales, with the darker scales on the armored back. The 
pattern and amount of each color varies between individuals and 
populations. Male and female titans look similar, but can be distinguished 
by their scent, calls and gestures. All titans have low and growling voices. 

Requirements: 4 toughness, 2 knockout
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Zephyr

Zephyrs are small intelligent hadrosaurs. The zephyr crest is a forward 
pointing horn, which is longer in males. The spinal frill is a frayed mass of 
quills colored with alternating black and white stripes, a pattern which is 
echoed in the fine scales that cover the body and limbs. Unlike the crescent-
shaped pad typical of hadrosaurs, the zephyr hand has separate finger tips 
connected by a flexible webbing and an opposable thumb. The average 
zephyr is 2 meters (7 feet) tall and weighs 100 kg (220 lbs.)

Requirements: 2 toughness, 2 quickness
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Character Creation 

Each player can use one of the example characters from this chapter or 
create a player character (PC) by dividing 12 points between 3 or more 
abilities. Each point assigned to an ability gives the PC one level of that 
ability. The new PC cannot have more than 5 levels of any single ability. 
Choose the PC's species from the list of intelligent species before dividing 
up the PC's levels because the species have minimum ability requirements. 

Squawk characters can have fighting, wrestling, knockout, shooting,  
blasting, toughness, stalking, acrobatics, quickness, swimming, flying, 
command, craftsmanship, healing, surgery and piloting abilities. Except for 
surgery, these abilities are described in the Scratch RPS rules (in the 
appendix at the end of this book.) The rest of this character generation 
chapter highlights cultural details of Abaddon to help players understand 
how these abilities might apply to their characters.
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Captain 

A party of interplanetary travelers like the PC's party would not be without 
a spacecraft pilot. Even if their pilot was killed, they would immediately 
start searching for another pilot, so that the next PC to join the party would 
certainly be a pilot. Therefore, at least one of the PCs must always have 
piloting ability. 

Other Occupations

Zealots, partisans and other political types should develop command ability 
to surround themselves with supporters. Healing ability can help the 
character to support and sustain her allies. Toughness can reflect the zealot's 
persistence and strength of conviction. 

Hunters and snipers should have shooting and stalking ability. This gives 
them both an attack and a defense ability. Stalking helps them sneak up and 
get in the first shot. Shooting makes sure that shot will count. 

Armorers should develop surgery and craftsmanship. Craftsmanship is used 
to repair mechanical spacecraft and it helps the party fine-tune their 
equipment. Surgery is used to repair bioships and it allows the armorer to 
maintain a golem servant. 

Spies and scouts should develop stalking and movement abilities. Stalking 
benefits from stealth, detection, guile, disguise and illusion. Movement 
abilities allow them to be escape artists. Command can also be useful to a 
spy who recruits assets who can back him up in a fight. 

Shangdan Alchemy

Alchemists from the Shangdan empire on Peleg are experts in a variety of 
important areas such as science, engineering, medicine and agriculture. 
Alchemy can be part of healing, craftsmanship, knockout (deadly 
paralyzing toxins) and blasting (rockets, bombs, gas, fire) ability. 
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Golem Masters and Chimeric Surgeons

In Squawk, Golem Masters and 
Chimeric Surgeons use ancient 
biotechnology to create artificial 
life forms. The two types of 
surgeons are ideologically 
opposed, but superficially the 
difference is that Golem Masters 
make creatures called golems 
which are insect-like, while 
Chimeric Surgeons make 
creatures called chimera which 
are sewn together from mostly 
reptilian parts.

Surgery is an ability which 
allows a character to have a golem or monstrous chimera servant whose 
total levels is the surgery ability level. The surgeon can modify or replace 
the servant by moving its levels around, but this takes a long time, so it can 
only be done between encounters, not during encounters.  Surgery ability 
also allows a character to repair living spacecraft (bioships) which cannot 
be repaired by craftsmanship ability.

The Symbiotic Order

The Symbiotic Order is a monastic tradition which has spread to many parts 
of Abaddon. Some Symbiotic Monks live in the Order's communities, while 
others travel and work outside the community. Symbiotic monks practice a 
regimen of diet, elixirs, meditation and exercises called Synerga. Synerga 
increases a character's sensitivity to, control over, and capacity to generate 
and store energy. Synerga was developed long ago by studying organisms 
with the ability to sense and generate electrical fields.

Syncrase is a martial art which uses synerga to manipulate and disable 
opponents. (Characters who practice Syncrase should develop wrestling 
ability.) Some Synerga practitioners focus on developing their ability to 
sense the electric fields produced by living things and inanimate objects. 
They may also learn to cloak their own energy from other synerga 
practitioners. (These practitioners should develop stalking ability.) 
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A small but significant minority of synerga practitioners develop synerga 
techniques which aid healing and complement medical treatment by 
diagnosing and even treating health problems with electrical therapy. These 
practitioners should develop healing ability. 

A few synerga practitioners also practice high energy techniques which 
allow them to channel large amounts of energy to shock and electrocute 
opponents in combat. These practitioners should develop fighting ability.

Synerga nerve attacks are a rare type of synerga practice which allows the 
practitioner to affect the nervous system of an opponent, temporarily 
blinding or paralyzing it, or even causing heart attacks and suffocation. 
These disabling techniques are represented by knockout ability.

Other Martial Arts 

Splicing was developed by Chimeric Surgeons to take prey in such a way 
that the target's body parts can be reused. The essential principle is to cut off 
any part of the opponent's body that is coming at you. Ghoul Slayers later 
found this to be an effective way to the stop rampaging chimera, ghouls, 
and golems. Splicing employs body armor adorned with hooks and spikes 
designed to rend an attacking opponent, as well as extremely sharp swords, 
axes and sickles for cutting apart attacking opponents. Splicers develop 
fighting, wrestling and healing ability. Splicing armor can also contribute to 
toughness.

Constriction is a grappling martial art developed for zero gravity combat. 
This includes combat inside accelerating vehicles, so constrictionists also 
learn techniques that can be employed in high gravity environments and 
high speed spacecraft or surface vehicle chases. Constrictionists develop 
wrestling, toughness and acrobatics.

Slam Dancing is a tradition of many Myrmidon cultures. Slam Dancers one-
up each other by making the other dancers stop moving long enough to miss 
the rhythm of the music played during the dance. Slam dancing includes 
acrobatic techniques like high kicks, spinning tail sweeps, and tumbling. 
Myrmidon dancers wear sheaths on their tail swords. Non-myrmidon 
participants often wear body armor. Blunt weapons are allowed as long as 
the weapons are concealed at the beginning of the dance. Practicing slam 
dancing builds acrobatics, fighting and sometimes toughness ability.
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One Leg Lance is a secretive martial art practiced by revolutionary groups 
in Peleg's Shangdan culture and some other outlaw groups. Duels in One 
Leg Lance are fought with long weapons (usually staffs,) and won by 
making the opponent touch the ground with anything other than one foot 
and/or weapon simultaneously. The weapons can also be thrown. One Leg 
Lance training develops fighting, acrobatics and flying ability.

Lancing is an indigenous Peleg martial art practiced by the Dragontooth 
Clan and Skull Seeker Clan which employs boat oars and other polearms. 
Lancing skills and weapons improves a character's fighting and wrestling 
abilities. Lancers also wear armor which increases their toughness ability.

Tao Rho is a combat sport where teams of fighters armed with sticks try to 
control areas of a playing field. The battlefield formations used in Tao Rho 
make grappling techniques less effective, so Tao Rho training emphasizes 
striking techniques. Tao Rho builds fighting and toughness ability

Example Characters 

Example Surgeon 

Scarverson (4 surgery, 2 fighting, 3 healing, 1 quickness, 
2 toughness, 1 tgh/2, 11 defense) is a gremian surgeon 
from Monopolis. In combat he employs the"splicing" art 
of the clandestine Ghoul Slayer movement. 

Scarverson is accompanied by a chimera assistant called 
Patches (2 fighting, 2 toughness, 1 tgh/2, 11 defense) 
which Scarverson has stitched together from parts of 
fallen allies and foes. 

Example Monk #1: Syncrase

Algaeus (5 stalking, 4 wrestling, 3 toughness, 1 tgh/2,
 15 defense) is a gygean symbiotic monk spy 
from Yggdrassil who practices the Syncrase 
martial art (wrestling ability.) He also uses 
synerga sense and cloak techniques to 
complement his natural gygean camouflage 
(stalking ability) and wields a conductive synerga staff. 
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Example Monk #2: Therapeutic Synerga

Squidbeak (2 acrobatics, 4 fighting, 4 healing, 
2 toughness, 1 tgh/2, 12 defense) is an orn 
missionary of the Symbiotic Order from Radix. 
Squidbeak's healing ability comes from 
practicing therapeutic synerga techniques. 
His fighting ability involves using a synerga 
whip to extend electrocution techniques. 

Example Monk #3: Nerve Attacks

Phronsi (4 quickness, 2 wrestling, 2 knockout, 
4 toughness, 2 tgh/2, 14 defense) is a zephyr 
symbiotic monk from Mirage. She uses the 
very rare synerga nerve attack techniques. 
These techniques can be used to temporarily 
stun opponents (wrestling ability) or deliver 
paralyzing shocks (knockout ability) using 
Phronsi's conductive synerga whip. 

Example Pilot

Captain Quoot (2 wrestling, 3 command, 3 piloting, 
2 quickness, 2 toughness, 1 tgh/2, 12 defense) is a 
drome spacecraft captain from L4. She is backed up 
by 3 loyal crew members (1 toughness, 0 tgh/2, 
10 defense) and practices constriction 
(wrestling ability.) 
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Example Armorer

Rho Shu (2 craftsmanship, 3 surgery, 
1 fighting, 2 quickness,4 toughness, 
2 tgh/2, 12 defense) is a lyndwyrm 
armorer and former Tao Rho player. 

He is assisted by his golem servant Bazsa 
(1 craftsmanship, 2 toughness, 1 tgh/2, 
10 defense) an insect-like organism 
which follows complex orders and 
repairs machines. 

Example Shangdan Alchemist

Foi Shin (3 flying, 2 fighting, 1 craftsmanship, 
2 healing, 2 blasting, 2 toughness, 1 tgh/2, 
13 defense) is an aeolyte alchemist from Shangdan. 

He uses his alchemy training to practice medicine 
(healing ability) as well as experimenting with 
rocketry and explosive munitions (blasting and 
craftsmanship abilities.) 

Foi Shin also practices the One Leg Lance martial art, 
usually carrying a staff for self defense. One Leg Lance 
training has prepared Foi Shin with improved flying and 
fighting abilities. 

Example Trainer

Hammerdrum (4 fighting, 2 acrobatics, 2 command, 
4 toughness, 2 tgh/2, 12 defense) is a myrmidon 
slam dancer and Mutualist zealot from Trydeen. 
He is accompanied by a couple of younger 
myrmidon students (1 toughness, 0 tgh/2, 10 defense) 
who train with him. 

Hammerdrum owes his fighting, acrobatics and 
toughness abilities to both his slam dancing 
experience and his natural weapons and armor. 
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Example Melee Fighter

Orgraff (1 knockout, 3 fighting, 
3 wrestling, 5 toughness, 2 tgh/2, 
12 defense) is a behemoth butcher 
from Peleg. 

He wields a particularly nasty 
oar axe using the Lancing style 
of martial arts (fighting and 
wrestling ability.) 

Orgraff wears a traditional 
protective warrior mask, 
but his behemoth bulk alone 
allows him to shrug off many 
attacks (toughness ability.) 
Orgraff can also  use his weight to 
crush his opponents (knockout ability.) 

Example Sniper

992 (3 acrobatics, 3 shooting, 3 stalking, 3 toughness, 
1 tgh/2, 13 defense) is a skand sniper from an army 
of elite clone mercenaries based out of the lower worlds.  

992 wields a personal biocannon (shooting ability) 
that automatically secretes projectiles and propellant 
in multiple barrels. The biocannon can fire single 
projectiles, a volley of projectiles all at once, 
or a series of rapid fire shots. 
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Example Negotiator

Sylester (2 swimming, 1 fighting, 4 command, 
1 healing, 4 toughness, 2 tgh/2, 12 defense)  
is a stygian diplomat from Nereid. 

She is trained in basic emergency medicine 
(healing ability) and self defense (fighting ability.) 
Sylester is also protected by a combination of light  
mesh body armor and sheer persistence 
(toughness ability.)

Sylester is accompanied by two stygian aides 
(1 swimming, 1 toughness, 0 tgh/2, 10 defense.) 
These eager interns are not much of a threat on 
dry ground, but like all stygians they are 
competent swimmers.

Example Bounty Hunter

Gao Choy (1 piloting, 3 knockout, 
3 fighting, 5 toughness, 2 tgh/2, 
12 defense) is a titan bounty hunter 
and master swordsman from Peleg. 
Looking to make a name for himself, 
he will take on any challenge that will 
add glory to his family name. 

Gao Choy wields a giant sword he 
inherited through his clan. He can use the
sword to swing and chop with deadly effect 
(knockout ability) or use his powerful arms 
to control the sword for quick, precise 
blows (fighting ability.) 
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Spacecraft
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